Molecular and immunological evaluation of the transcription factor SOX-4 as a lung tumor vaccine antigen.
The developmental transcription factor SOX-4 has been shown to be highly and differentially overexpressed in primary small cell lung carcinomas (SCLC). To examine the potential of SOX-4 for broad use as a lung cancer vaccine, we have evaluated the expression of SOX-4 in a panel of primary adenocarcinoma, squamous, and large cell tumor samples as well as in a panel of established small cell and non-small cell lung carcinoma tumor cell lines. SOX-4 mRNA is shown to be overexpressed in a substantial fraction of each of these lung tumor types. To examine the immunological potential of SOX-4, we have evaluated the presence of SOX-4-specific CD4 and CD8 T cells in PBMC of healthy donors and the presence of SOX4-specific Abs in sera from SCLC patients. We demonstrate the presence of both CD4 and CD8 T cells that recognize naturally processed epitopes derived from SOX-4 as well as the presence of SOX-4-specific Abs in sera from SCLC patients, but not in sera from healthy donors. The lung tumor-specific overexpression and demonstration of a comprehensive Ag-specific immune response specific for SOX-4 support the use of this molecule in the development of whole gene-, peptide-, or protein-based vaccination strategies against lung cancer. Furthermore, the identification of naturally processed T cell and Ab epitopes from SOX-4 provides valuable tools for the development of peptide-based vaccination strategies against lung cancer as well as to monitor SOX-4-specific responses in vaccinated patients.